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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

THE “DOWN LOW” MAN:  EPIDEMIC OR MYTH? 
 

J. L. King, author of “On The Down Low” and Keith Boykin, author of “Beyond The Down Low” discuss 

facts and fiction about Black men having sex with men and women on broadcast hosted by Juan Williams.  

 

(Washington, D.C.)  This week on America’s Black Forum, J. L. King, author of On The Down 

Low discusses why he believes bisexual men who have unprotected sex with men and women are the 

leading cause of the HIV/AIDS epidemic among African American women.  “This is a hard time 

right now for women, because there are so many men who are leading a secret life.”  Keith Boykin, 

author of Beyond the Down Low disagrees.  He argues that the down low label unfairly demonizes 

Black men and unnecessarily scares Black women.  “There’s no evidence to back that up 

whatsoever.  This whole thing has been blown way out of proportion and it’s time to get it back in 

perspective.” 

 

ABF Commentator Deborah Mathis believes that ultimately, it doesn’t matter how prevalent the 

problem is.  “I don’t care if it’s 10 people or 10,000, it doesn’t matter.  What is on the down low in 

the Black community is our willingness to talk openly about this issue and it is killing us.”   Lydia 

Watts, Senior Deputy Director of HIV/AIDS Administration for the DC Department of Health, 

states the problem is systemic.  “We’re not doing a very good job of earmarking our message for 

women so they can see themselves and their risk factors so they can get treatment and care.”   

Precious Jackson, an HIV/AIDS activist who contracted HIV from her heterosexual lover believes 

women need to take more responsibility for their own health. “What I know now is that the messages 

[about HIV/AIDS] were not tailored around women like me.  I was never a drug addict, I was never 

a prostitute, and I never had multiple sex partners. The preventive messages were tailored to those 

high-risk groups.” 

 

America’s Black Forum is seen on over 100 television stations across the country and on the TV 

One cable network. Juan Williams of Fox News Sunday and James Brown of Fox NFL Sunday 

host the program. Commentators, including former White House correspondent Deborah Mathis 

and NAACP Chairman Julian Bond, join the hosts.   Supervising producer is Byron Lewis, Jr.; the 

program is produced by Jaci Clark.  Please check local listings for exact air times and dates. 

 

Satellite Distribution (Production Masters Inc./312 First Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222/ 

Tel: 412-281-5900/fax 412-263-5401) 

Station Distribution (Timeless, Inc./P.O. Box 1292, Water Mill NY  11976/1292 
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